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PROGRAM

7th DOE Workshop on
Computer-Aided Engineering

Tuesday, October 29,1991

8:00-^:00 a.m. Registration and Continental Breakfast
**:0O a.m. Plenary Sesv ion, General Chair: Jack Ander<mi
^10 a.m. Welcoming Address, i Michael Cuddy,

Y-12 Deputy Plant Manager
**:2? a.m. Keynote Address: Concurrent Engineering

Tools and Systems=Concepts and
Experiences Alyhee f. GJSSISM, Principal
Engineer, New Products Operations,
Digital Equipment Corporation,
Maynard, Massachusetts

10:30-10:45 a.m. BREAK

10:45 a.m.-12:00 Concurrent Session I-A

Concurrt-.c Engineering
Moderator: John Graaa

Design tor "X" and the Silver Bullet Skunk Works,
Arhvi Amtrfii'r-, SNL, A

Design tor Manufacturing and Assembly, Alfred Bemdwo,
S\L. A

Using CAD/CAE tor Designing ot the SRAM-T F1RESET,
}iWh'< Schutze, S.\L, A

10:45 a.m.-12:00 Concurrent Session I-B

Plant Design Facility Management
Moderator: fan Tnmthnm

Configuration Management Using 3D CAD— Los Alamos
National Laboratory. Donald Htwck. SAIC

Computer-Aided Plant Design Used to Evaluate Supercritical
Water Oxidation I Kvardotis Waste Disposal Process
Schemes, W'tllwn Pitrksn^n: LAN!,

Wide CAE on the Modular 1 ligh Temperature Cas-
Reacttv—New Production Reactor <Min'CR-\PR»

Project, Cni'T^c PuJJsm^Son Stone and Webster



Tuesday, October 29, 1991 (continued)

IMHWhOOpm LUNCH

1:00-2:30 p.m. Concurrent Session 11-A

Electronic CAD/CAM /CAE
Moderator: Charlotte Ackcn

Integration of an ECAD Software Package with a Commercial
Database, Anihi Wfiichard, LBL
CAE in Electronics Engineering at LLNL, Nicholas Kri&a, LLNL
High Density Electronic (HDE) Design-to-Manufacture

Initiative, Michael Tebo, SNL, A

2:30-2:45 pm. BREAK

2:45-4:1 S p.m. Concurrent Session II1-A

Integrated Circuit Design and Test
Moderator: Stuart Kfcttifetder

Versatile Integrated Circuit Design On i Shoestring Budget,
BtU Bryan, ORXL

Vendor independent VLSI Design Tools,
Oreti Milgrome. LBL

FPGA-Prototyping of an ASIC Design: Lessons Learned,
David AndaUvn. SNL.L

Past. Present, and Future Design Capabilities.
Michael Tebo. SNL, A

4:15-1:25 p.m. BREAK



Tuesday, October 29,1991 (continued)

1:00-2:30 p.m. Concurrent Session II-B

Mechanical CAD CAM CAE
Moderator; Dick

Developments in Computer-Aided Engineering in Precision
Machine Design, Br<id Fix, LLNL

CAD-Based Computer-Aided Tolerance Analysis,
RtckirJ Rohson. SNL, A

I sing Stereolithography tor Creating Rapid Mechanical
Prototype Models, Dehtuir Klmetolv. SNSL, A

Analysis of Splines Within the DOE Nuclear Weapons
Co:.»ple\, Ronald Dohn, LANL

Radio Frequency Cavity Design Using CAE, Kennedy fane*.
SSLC

Solids at LL\L (Not Just tor Design), Stan Smith, LLNL
DOE CAE Privatization. The Small Entrepreneurial

Engineering Firm View, Pick Thompson, SNL, A
3 K>-3:25 p.m. BREAK

3:35-4:15 p.m. Concurrent Session IH-B

Modeling.Simulation, Visualization,and Testing
Moderator Term Dotntn

Overview ot Applied Visualization Techniques, Jiime Lunt
MMES

Finite t!t*ment Modeling tor Design Engineers,
Bruce Li\cK>h'ry, LLW

4 :>-;.25 p.m. BREAK



Tuesday, October 29,1991 (continued)

4:25-5:15 p.m. Concurrent Workshop Panel 1

Custom VLSI Design and Foundry Interaction
Moderator Stmrt Kh'mfvhhr

4:25-5:15 p.m. Concurrent Workshop Panel 2

What is FDES/STEPand How Will it Affect
CAD/CAM/CAE Software?

Moderator: Jim Snyrfer

5 45 p.m. Bus departs for Museum of Appalachia



Wednesday, October 30,1991

7:30 a.m. Continental Breakfast

S:(\>-10:30 a.m. Workshop General Session

Assessment/Evaluation and Implementation of CAE Tools
Moderator: Ted Danich

Losing It—Seduced Then Abandoned by Your CAD Vendor?
An LBL Experience, jaci\m*> Millaud. LBL

Computer-Aided Engineering—An Engineer's Responsibility,
$tep'wn Bmh SNL, A

Evaluating and Implementing Advanced Solid Modeling in
Design Engineering, Richard Rohi&m, SNL, A

MCAD Software Evaluation Based on Solid Modeling
Methodology, Guy Brandt, LLNL

Solid Modeling Systems Evaluation and Testing,
Scott Parkinson. LANL

Reaching NIRVANA: Implementing an Intergraph-Based
EDMA System at Sandia National Laboratories,
Victor Yarberry. SNL, A

10:30 a.m. BREAK

10:45 a.m.-12:00 Concurrent Session IV-A

Engineering CASE Applications
Moderator: Jaujiit's Mdkud

Framework for a Manufacturing CASE Tool, Oltn Bray, SNL, A
Fact Based Information Management System, Gary Riivrd.

SNL, A

10:45 a.m.-12:00 Concurrent Session IV-B

Systems and Networking for CAE

Oi . Ridge V-12 Plan! CAE System. Ki»ss Burnt*. MMES
Sv«ik*m Nliinagt'ment of n Largf CAD Operation.

CkjaSa1--- hs'Xifftk'iT.. LBL

itaSion of an Integrated CAE System.
A pj<i\a:^r,. INEL

pm LL"\CH

9



Wednesday, October 30, 1991 (continued)

1:00-3:00 p,m. Concurrent Session V-A

Computer Software for CAE
MivSerator: Bill Bryan

Use of a Custom Plotting Widget for Real-Time and Static
Plotting in an X-Windows/Motif Environment,
u w l iluspntiin, LLNL

Graphical t ser Interface Design Using a Graphical Modeling
Svste:r» and X Windows, Ronald Kykrr. LLNL

Solid Modeling and Graphical Interface Support for
t lydnxodes, Arfo Atw*. SNL, A

CL BIT: A Preprocessor for Finite Element Analysis,
R<w XUyvtf: S\L, A

1:00-3:00 p.m. Concurrent Session V-B
Engineering Information Management
Moderator: Uiw^c Un>h

Exchange, Management, and Utilization of Product Definition
Data in a PreCALS-Like Environment, Nci'illv HvwcU. MMES

Engineering Data Management and Imaging System,
Chair Wizano, LLNL

Implementation of the Quality Information Management
System iQIMS) Pili>t Project, Liny Chiu^at, SNL, A

An Architecture for Referenceability Among Intelligent
Electronic Documentation, Ronald Hall. SNL, A

3:00-3:5? p.m, BREAK



Wednesday, October 30,1991 (continued)

3:15-4:30 p.m. Concurrent Session VI-A
Al/Export Systems and Neural Networks
Moderator: Jim Sttyder

Computer-Assisted Inspection, Rob Wilson, MMES
Navigation of a Car-like Mobile Robot Using a Decomposition

of the Environment in Convex Cells, Rod Taylor, MMES
Transient Signal Data Categorization Using Neural Networks,

Dm»\d Sheaffer, SNL, L
Personnel Administration Support System, James Meacham,

SNL, L

3:15-4:30 p.m. Concurrent Session V-B (continued)
Creating an Environment for Developing and Accessing Total

Electronic Design Specifications, Vernon Marsh, SNL, A
Issues of Centralization and Engineering Methods in a

Commercially Procured Definition Configuration
Management (DCM) System, Jerry Stauffer, SNL, A

An Electronic Information Distribution System, George Urish,
SNL, A

Engineering Information Management, Margaret Kubitschek,
LANL

SSCL Physics Research Division Document Tracking and
Storage System Experiences, Norman Wells, SSCL

11



Thursday, October 31,1991

7:30-8:00 am. Continental Breakfast

8:00-9:45 a.m. Workshop Panel 3
CAE Network Design Issues
Moderator: /»>» Yoder

8:00-9:45 a.m. Workshop Panel 4
Object Oriented Technology (OOT) and Its Impact on
CAD/CAM/CAE
Moderator: Bill Cain

**45=10:00a.nv BREAK

10:00-12:00 Noon Workshop Panel S

CAE Maintenance Support
Moderator: Oi't'it Thompson

10:00-12:00 Noon Workshop Panel 6

CAM Issues tor DOE Contractors
Moderator: Richard S

12 Noon ADJOURN

12



Summary
Concurrent Engineering Tools and

Systems—Concepts and Experiences

AlCas>:sia, Principal Engineer
New- Products Operations
Dtc^a!! EaUirr^eni; Corroratior.

We have seen that we have come Ml drcle m our approach to
K^riii&vtyring-. Concurrent Engm^ring VVJS in full bletom whan
Asr^rka WJS young, Somehow vvt» managed to temporarily lo^*
?h«5ii *fylii i>}: rr;anyfacPLinrig.. With J\e hetp of our m^.pr
universities and c^neges, we are now training our young people
'£ be more etfettive Jeara players.

;earr.«i s>me valuable tessons from our forefathers.
hz* they were practicing in a physical sense tace-to-face, we

ar achieve through modem computing not only- in the same
ddTz or bi£A^2, tu t or, a global scale.

Ccncurrer: Ergineerins; utilizing state-of-the-art networking
and seliiis sr.odeiing couples with the NAS environment or

rsg wi!!i snake us far more competitive and allow for
Sexibility unparalleled in our history.

pter-A^ed Engineering, we now have the freedom
Z2- '£*> creative a r i play "what »ir" games with our geometry. We

t i i e c ^nlv bv our i i

13



Concurrent Session I-A
Concurrent Engineering
John Gracia, Moderator



Design for "X" and the Silver Bullet Skunk Works

Arlan Andrews
Sandia National Laboratories

In HSr the Silver Bullet Skunk Works, an e\perimental product
realization team at AT&T Consumer Products laboratories,
Indianapolis, designed and shipped a new telephone answering
system to market in eight months, about one year faster than
previous projects. With design in the United States, the OEM in
Hong Kong, and manufacture in the People's Republic of China,
the international team faced unique technical and cultural
challenges. Lessons learned from this effort were used to
restructure design teams within Consumer Products Uibs into
tmective and responsive organizations that now routinely turn
out uoHd-class consumer products, successfully competing in
the global marketplace,

This talk outlines the interdisciplinary international team
structure, the concurrent engineering philosophy, and the
Design For "X" ("X"—Manufacrurability, Testability, etc.)
principles that enabled the Skunk Works to produce a successful
product in record time, with thirteen time zones between the
designers and the shop floor. Lessons from these experiences
may be useful in the widely-separated activities of the
Department of Enerev facilities.



Design for Manufacturing and Assembly

Alfred C Beradino
Sandu National Laboratories

Sandia has Ktm developing Design For Manufacturing (DFMi
methods This presentation will describe one DFM toot: Design
For Manufacturing and .Assembly (DFMA), a commercially
available methodology DFMA is being employed throughout
many companies including Ford Motor Company and National
Cash Register

After an evaluation of DFMA, an \WC wide license was
procured from Boothroyd & Dewhurst Inc. Sandia held si* start-
up workshops taught by outside consultants. Than? Sandia
instructor* have been trained, with two workshops scheduled
through

DFMA requires an interdisciplinary team composed oi design
and manufacturing perst>nnel. The product design is analyzed
with respect to DFMA design principles, and PC-bast?d software
is employed to calculate assembly metrics. The DFMA design
principles and an overview of the software will be discussed.

IS



Using CAD CAE for Designing of the SRAM-T
FIRESET

J.F. Schulzc (James)
Sandia National Laboratories

With the increased publicity in recent months concerning
nuclear missiles, the safety aspect has called for an increase in
quality control, nuclear s*Je systems, and an awareness of
responsibility in design. Our goal at Sandia Labs was to create a
new process in design that allowed for concurrent design and
stress analysts before commitment to machining models. This
new process would allow for new concepts in design to satisfy
the ir.creasing demands being made by Nuclear Safety, Systems
management, and the Production facility.

The result of this effort was a totally new FIKESET concept that
incorporated new materials, new welding concepts, new casting
technology, and a whole new attitude Awards the quality
improvement process. In order to accomplish this new method, a
coordinated effort was needed to keep the design efforts
synchronized with requirements from Systems and Safety, and
at the same time, be able to foresee potential production
problems early on in the program to avoid costly changes that
would be needed if the design was not developed correctly.
These efforts partially resulted in the formation of the
FASTCAST program directed by Frank Zanner of Sandia Labs.
This team is comprised of members from Sandia's design,
drafting, and investment casting teams, along with members
from the production facility. Some Sandia engineers and the
Production facility have installed 3D CAD systems to output
STL files to stereolithography machines. Futun? efforts are
directed to implement the total concept of "3D modeling to 3D
mode!" in a timelv and orderlv fashion.



Concurrent Session 1-B
Plant Design/Facility Management
Jim Trantham, Moderator
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Configuration Management Using 3D CAD—
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Donald 1. Houck,
Science Applications International Corporation

Configuration Management for the Plutonium Facility at Los
Alamos National Laboratory is being accomplished using a
combination of administrative controls, operating procedures,
and several relational databases. It is planned to implement a
3D CAD interface to enable accurate and prompt data retrieval
to support the Configuration Management process.

Before the Plutonium Facility at Los Alamos National
Laboratory was constructed, its structures and systems were
defined to functionally operate in a particular way. This
functional arrangement was specified by the design
requirements and is called its configuration. Configuration
Management is the process through which an accurate baseline
is maintained which defines the current condition of the facility.

The Plutonium Facility's design has not been frozen in time,
rather it has been constantly changing. Some changes have
resulted from facility improvements. Other changes were made
«n response to new ^quirements, technical advances,
operational experiences, and third-party input.

The DOE requires that nuclear facilities, such as the Plutonium
Facility, have a documented Configuration Management system
in place to ensure that all operations and modifications have
been reviewed and pose an acceptable level ot risk. To ensure
this, the facility's configuration must be established and
controlled by accomplishing the following aspects:

Establish the design basis
Control the design basis
Control design change*
Identification ot components
Maintenance o: components
Accurate, detailed record keeping
knowledge oJ the current plant status
Access to all existing and new plant data

23



When all these aspects haw been accomplished and the data has
been consolidated and is retrievable, a Configuration
Management system will be in place which will effectively
identity, track, and monitor changes that affect the facility.

A key component in the system is the planned 3D CAD
database. The capabilities of a 3D database will facilitate
current accurate, and prompt data retrieval to support the
configuration control process. When the system is complete,
Configuration Management at the Plutonium Facility will be
accomplished through the application of a combination of
administrative controls, operating procedures, and a 3D CAD
interface to data management.

24



Computer-Aided Plant Design Used to Evaluate
Supercritical Water Oxidation Hazardous Waste
Disposal Process Schemes

William J. Parkinson and Cheryl K. Rotor
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Supercritical water oxidation shows substantial promise as a
process tor the clean destruction of many types of hazardous
waste. Several laboratory-scale versions and a tew bench-scale
versions of this process exist. We are using computer-aided
plant design to evaluate the process tor DOE and to guide
supporting experimental work. Several different design and
operating scenarios for full-scale plants arc compared. The
object of this effort is to reduce the number of experiments
required by finding and eliminating undesirable design and
operating conditions and to enhance the value of the data by
finding and taking data at optimal or near optimal points.

The tool used for this work is the ASPEN (Advanced System for
Process EXgineering* computer code. The ASPEN" code is
normally used for designing chemical plants or refineries.
Among other things, the ASPEN code can produce mass and
energy balances for an entire plant flowsheet. The rode has
many built-in unit operations that can be integrated to form
process flowsheets. It also has a large database of
thermophysical properties and many options for estimating
vapor-liquid equilibria and phase behavior. ASPF.N can also
model solids handling.

The analysis JS based on relative energy efficiency and relative
equipment size>. It shows that there may be an optima! set of
operating conditions for each type of hazardous waste, for some
plant designs Results of the calculations are presented with a
discussion ot ISMK'S raised by the unusual operating conditions
required tor supercritical water oxidation.

25



Enterprise-Wide CAE on the
Modular High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor-
New Production Reactor (MHTGR-NPR) Project

George Puddtngton
Stone and Webster

This presentation will deal with the ongoing work on the DOE's
MHTGR-XPR project to establish an Enterprise-wide CAE
environment using CASE tools.

Because this project involves engineering, design, construction,
and operation of a new generation of reactor plant, it was
divided that the latest technologies would be employed to
improve the quality of the overall effort, shorten the engineering
and design schedules, and smooth the transition into
construction and operation.

Estimates are that as much as 75*7 of the project budget will be
spent manipulating, modifying, and moving data. With this
large an investment in information content, the project chose to
address the problem directly and establish an Enterprise-wide
model.

Some of the highlights that will be addressed during the
presentation are as follows:

• Development oi an Enterprise-wide information mode!
that is well under way using commercially available CASE
software.

• Addressing the entire life cycle oi the project to ensure data
that will be needed in downstream phases of the project is
collected when generated.

• Efforts to build on work done by the Electric Power
Research Institute (I-PRI) Plant information Network (PIN).

• The use of" three dimensional (3D) modeling for performing
engineering work and incorporation of the 3D model into
the Enterprise-wide model.

• The development of interfaces for the exchange of
information between the team members and the DOE.

• Limitations of existing commercial CASE tools in a CAE
environment.

26



Concurrent Session II-A
Electronic CAD/CAM/CAE
Charlotte Acken, Moderator
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Integration of an ECAD
Software Package with a Commercial Database4

A. Whicrurd, J. L. Millaud, and M. Orayans
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California

LBL has, over the past nine years, developed many utilities to
enhance the usability and expand the applicability of its main
electronics documentation package: Hewlett Packard's EGS,
Engineering Graphics System. The porting to UNIX of this
software initially operating under a HP proprietary operating
system triggered a complete review of homegrown utilities and
in particular a drawing database software which had become an
essential tool in the management of thousands of drawings.

While the porting to UNIX of this database software would have
been relatively easy, LBL electronics CAD/CAE development
group elected instead to integrate a commercial database
Raima's db-Vista with EGS.

Determining reasons were:

• Replacement of homegrown software by commercial
products

• Ease of integration with EGS
• Relatively inexpensive ($6,000 for the source code)
• X windows support
• Standard interfaces

Usage of this database has extended to component libraries and
will soon expand to cross-connect tables and bills of materials.

The presentation will review the reasons, the difficulties, and
results oi this integration.

•Tits-, vvofk Wi»\ supported by i\w Pinvtor, OHKV of Hm-r^y RvMMivh, Ofhcv of
Hugh fcuHTjtv ttnd \ u c k w RIVSUY Pivision of High KiuTgy PhyMCv 1 5

coi«r.u'l l>K-AC03
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CAE in Electronics Engineering at LLNL

Nicholas Krht
Lawrence Ltvermore National Laboratory

A similar fWfvr was presented by Kevin O, Blaekwetl at the Spring
1991 IMQG CM Grmip Meeting

There has been an increasing need for effective computer-based
design and analysis tools in EE for the last several years. The
tools that were developed in-house have been inconsistently
maintained and usually require a high level of individual
expertise to be used effectively. Commercially available tools
havt been evaluated at LLNL and found to offer desirable
features, but are usually too expensive for a single engineer.

Our goal is to provide the right tool at the tight time. We have
developed a strategy to:

1. Understand the engineer's current needs;
2. Provide an effective vendor/engineer relationship;
3. Raise the engineer's awareness of what is available in the

marketplace;
4. Provide the tools globally to all LLNL engineers;
5. Determine the environment needed to effectively use

these tools;
b. Encourage (force) vendors to support standards;
7. Provide commercially supported tools that meet our

requirements in a cost-effective manner;
8. Develop creative relationships with our vendors;
«J. Develop creative funding to purchase and support CAE

tools for the various Engineering disciplines, i.e.,
microwave, electromagnetics, RF, finite element
modeling, etc.;

10 Show how these ideas work in practice;
11 Accumulate the necessary tools and hardware/software

environment to demonstrate the feasibility of this
approach;

12 Install the environment «n key engineers offices.



We have immediate needs lor the following C Al; U»
I Circuit sinuilatton and analysis.
2, Schematic capture,
X Electromagnetic analysis
4, Macintosh-based engineering tools.
5, Image analysis and scientific visualization
6, Effective integration into existing networks.

We now have a growing suite of CAE tools available on local
computers and network resources. Several vendors have been
very cooperative in helping us meet our goals by participating in
collaborative efforts. By using network access licenses, we can
provide access to and spread cost over all users. We continue to
encourage site licensing for low cost tools that have a wide
application in EE.

The success of our effort is determined by how well key
engineers perform their jobs using our approach. The results
have encouraged us to continue with our plan and direction.
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High Density Electronics (HOE* Design-to-
Manufacture Initiative

Mich**! A T*bo

A. Background Discussion ow Multi-Chip Module f MCVUt

DE>tC\=rhi» vvdl trtdude schematic capture, y
>;rnu\a^or., timing analysis, tloorp!anning, automatic component
jviacerrer.t and routing, layout verification., thermal analysis, ar.d
manufacturing database gcr.eratkm This vvt'J al! b*> dtMt* withm

k CAEd frjnwwork c-?ing a common «s U ^
O] be u-^i to verify Ehts lagic r

g y f f i will b^ tnu»rwced to
^af t^^tt\inr!g process through the concept oif ̂  "design kit '*
Tl^s consist o? a set of utiatv program>.. u>er\vare, twnsbror
ar:i tethr.otogy descrjpttor, J j a which enable the design
tc be ysed with a spetsric manufacturing process.

\!C\*=Mi;lt:<b:p modules are circuits built by interconnecting
tare die rrtountai directly QT, a substrate,

3D MCM—This is a ciraii: :r which multiple MCMs are stacked
vertrcallv ar.d connected threusih contacts fabricated on the
iTT'OduIes. This technology is in the early stages ot development

\U\L"FACrCRi\G—The GE High Density Interconnect ?HDI>
techroHo^v uses islated corner over coivamide dielectrics
^rr.irated over *re top of bare die. Patterr.sng of signal traces
ar.d v;a ho^es >ire created with laser patterning.. The substrate
n*atsr;»j! car be A!yrr::r^ or ALunrriyrr: N'ttrtde, and siiicor as .a
•surstratt' rrati?r:a!! ;s beir.: deveiOpeii. The die are mounted tr.
wti;* CJ : :rto rr^ ?ubstrate. Two S:^RJI anJ two power plane



B. l>e*crih* Project Objective*

PE>k;\—Advance the vtate-oMhe^m in the design of reliable
high densn dectroiuo «HDE> bv providing interaction between
design, manufacturing, and tool development processes

MANUFACTURING INTERFACE—Develop an HDE design kit
that interfaces, the design tools with a specific manufacturing
process This would then act as a model tor the industry and
could lead to a proliferation oi design kits as is the case tor
ASICs today

TECHNOLOGY VERIFICATION—Develop and implement a
qya,':«cattv>n methodology tor the HDE design and
manufacturing process. The qualification process is based on the
des:^n processing and testing of a standard evaluation circuit

C. Describe Tasks

CAE system—Identity the requirements tor design tools which
would support high reliability systems. Work with design tool
vendor to enhance existing tools to meet these requirements.

CAE CUM Interface—Develop and document the design kit and
associated trainmg course.

DEflGN-tLvMANLTACTURE validation methodology—Design
rabneate and test the standard evaluation circuit
'SEC' This will insure that the design kit is properly interfaced
to the manufacturing CIM svstem and allow us to evaluate the
rehab:Iitv o: the CE HDI processing technology.



Concurrent Session II-B
Mechanical CAD/CAM/CAE
Dick Thompson, Moderator
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Developments in Computer-Aided Engineering in
Precision Machine Design

Brad Kiv
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

The Lawrence Livermore \ational Laboratory has been involved
in Precision Engineering and the design and envelopment of
Precision machine tools and gauges in support of laboratory
programs since the late l%Os. Developments in the area of
Precision Engineering have led to a better understanding of
machine tool characteristics and sources of machine error.

We have applied this knowledge to the design process- in order
to more accurately predict machine performance during the
design phase An error budget of the machine too! is
constructed in order to quantify the machine performance, The
error budget include*, all of the major potential sources of error
asstxiated with the machine tool. Errors sources include thermal
changes-, moving machine elements, and structural vibrations.

Using design tools such as finite element analysis, CAE /CAD
systems, numerical method analysis and experience, magnitudes
are assigned to each error source. The performance of the
machine design can then be bounded by several methods of
summing the errors in the error budget. The machine design can
also be optimized and simplified by an iterative process of
analysis in order to meet a set of predetermined machine
requirements. This design process is described using the design
of the Certification of Process <COP) Gauge as an example. The
COP gauge i* a specialised, precision inspection machine being
developed for the NVVC



CAO-Biseti Computer-Aided Tolerance Analysis

Richard Robison
Sandia National Laboratories

Experience show* that the cost of nuking design changes
increases by at least an order of magnitude at each subsequent
phase in the product development cycle. Consequently, early
identification and elimination of design problems during initial
design saves significant amounts of time and money during
downstream stages of the product development process. In
particular, part tolerances have a profound effect on the success
or failure of a new product.

For example, it a designer specifies tolerances that are to© leose,
assembly problems occur, product performance is jeopardized,
and the project schedule is burdened with engineering change
orders, Conversely, if the designer sets tolerances that are too
tight, manufacturing costs are unnecessarily high. A designer
must specify tolerances that will assure proper performance and
minimize manufacturing costs. Proper assignment of tolerances
requires thorough tolerance analysis early in the design cycle.
Unfortunately, tolerance analysis is tedious and time-consuming
and. consequently, is often neglected by design engineers.

Recent developments in the area of CAD-based tolerance
analysis promise new tools to aid the designer in the proper
application of tolerances. This session introduces a CAD-based
application which performs statistical and worst case analysis
and allocation oi linear assembly tolerances directly from an
ANVIL 5000 CAD model. Also to be discussed are current
research efforts at both the University and the commercial level.
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Using Stereolithography for Creating Rapid
Mechanical Prototype Models*

Pel mar |, KHnetobe
Sandia National Laboratories

Rapid prototyping is an automated means of creating a physical
part directly from a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) electronic
database. Stereolithography is one of the several new patented
processes which have evolved from this technology in the past
tew years, The process is similar to others in that a computer
software program slices a solid or surface model into thin cross-
sectional layers. The Stereolithography process drives a laser
beam which prints the cross sections onto the surface of a vat of
photopolymer. The hght from the laser causes the photopolymer
to harden, thereby producing one thin tootprint of the many
slices created from the CAD file. With each pass of the laser, the
hardened section drops a fraction of an inch below the surface so
that the nevf layer can be printed on top of the previous layer,
until all of the thin layers are joined together to form a whole
part.

This presentation will include some insighl on the process,
parameters, and applications of stereolithography from an
experienced user's viewpoint. Techniques and materials which
have improved our operation and the final product will be
shared Examples of present applications will be provided, along
with what benefits could be available in the future for desktop
manufacturing.
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Analysis of Splines Within the DOE Nuclear
Weapons Complex

Ronald M. Dolin
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Splines are the quintessential geometry entity in computer
modeling, manufacturing and data transfer. DOE has realized
this and in an attempt to reduce potential design an«i
manufacturing problems has adopted the Wilson-Fowler spline
as a nuclear weapons complex standard. This paper will briefly
discuss the Wilson-Fowler spline and point out benefits and
hazards associated with its current implementation within DOE.

A series oi rules and standard practices for spline definition will
be presented. It will be shown that when these rules and
standard practices are used, many of the variations associated
with DOE's current spline implementation can be minimized.
From a technical perspective, it will be shown *hat adopting
these rules and standard practices would allow DOE to model,
manufacture and transfer spline data using different spline
algorithms (or different versions of the same spline algorithm).
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Radio Frequency Cavity Design Using CAE

Kennedy Jones and Bui Dao*
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory

The Radio Frequency iRF) Cavities are used to accelerate proton*,
to the desired energy level. It is a complicated structure
subjected to pressure, magnetic-induced forces, and thermal
loads. Because of the close allowable tolerance, the analysis will
require tine mesh three-dimensional elements. Conventional
modeling methods will be tedkfus and time-consuming.

Using PATRAW a CAE software, the problem was much
simplified The solid model was generated using hypereubes.
The user was able to control the element sizes in different areas
to ensure the convergence as well as efficiency of the solutions.
The geometry, including boundary conditions, and loads were
then transferred to AXSVS. a FEM code, for analysis. The results
of the analysis can be processed in PATRAX or in A\SYS. The
design was repeated until all requirements were met. An
optimization study would be performtd in the same manner.

The conclusion from the analysis showed Hvit CAE improved
engineering efficiency and eliminated errors.

k: Super t ollaior I .ibor.itorv
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Solids at UNI (Not lust lor Design)*

Stan J. Smith
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

An overview of solid modeling activities at Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, concentrating on the use of solids for
manufacturing in the Materials Fabrication Division. Examples
of NC programming applications will be presented where the
use of solids either greatly reduced programming time or made
possible the manufacturing of complex shapes and geometries.
Included will be a discussion of some benefits and drawbacks to
be evpected with solids, a list of solid modeling systems
currently in use within the Mechanical Engineering Department
and examples of '"traditional" solid modeling applications.

under the .tusptces ot the US Department ot Knergy by
Lnemuw Vition.U Libowtorv under contr.ict W'740



DOE/CAE Privatization: The Small Entrepreneurial
Engineering Firm View

Richard E. Thompson
Sandia National Laboratories

Privatization is a term coined by Peter Drucker in 1969 in The
A$c of Di$awttmaty (New York: Harper and Row; London:
William Heinemann). Simply staf«Kl, it means turning activities
back from government to non-government operations. Admiral
Watkins initiated studies to privatize DOE activities.

We analyze the potential impact of CAE privatization in DOE
laboratories from the point of view of a small engineering firm.
Wearing the hat of the small entrepreneurial engineering firm
provides a perspective on appropriate changes in DOE/CAE
business practices, information management and supplier
relationships.

We describe the setup of a small Mechanical CAD and Rapid
Prototyping Service Bureau. The bureau is interested in
capitalizing on DOE privatization. It postulates providing
advanced conceptual solid modeling services and models
fabricated using Stereolithography and other Rapid Prototyping
techniques. It addresses the pros and cons of large capital
expenditures for CAD and Rapid Prototyping equipment. When
DOE agencies privatize, will they provide equipment or expect
suppliers to suffer the cost of rapid obsolescence, frequent
installation, training and technological changes? How will we
exchange data? We address these issues along with elements of a
typical small business plan.
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Concurrent Session III-A
Integrated Circuit Design and Test
Stuart Kleinfelder, Moderator
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Versatile Integrated Circuit Design On a Shoestring
Budget

W. L Br>an, G. T. Alley, C L. Britlon, M. S. Emery, and
A. L. Wintenberg
Oak Ridge National Laboratory*

D. F. Newport, D. VV. Bouldin, and |. M. Rochelle
University of Tennessee at Knoxville

Integrating and enhancing a combination of public domain and
commercial KCAE tools has produced a powerful yet economical
integrated circuit design environment. Combining a selection of
the newest university research generated VLSI design tools and
economical commercial tools into a loosely integrated design
environment has provided a flexible toolset available to a large
number of designers on a variety of platforms at minimal cost.
The suite of tools has enabled groups to develop integrated
circuit designs utilizing \MOS, CMOS, silicon bipolar and GaAs
technologies. Analog, Digital, KFand mixed design are
supported in full custom, standard cell and hdl generated design
methodologies. The selection of appropriate tools, customization
and process porting through technology file enhancement,
extractor and converter program improvement, and
development of design methodologies for schematic to digital
standard cell layout and cell based analog circuit layout are
discussed.

bv Mmjii MvmrtM Kncr^v SvMemv I no. lor ihi> L S IX-p.wtment of
under
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Vendor Independent VLSI Design Tools

O. Milgrome,J. Chung, S. Kleinfelder, and ). Millaud
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory*

The Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory is developing full-custom
integrated circuits for multichannel particle detector systems.
The circuits combine precision analog with high speed digital
functions. While many commercial CAD suites are available for
IC design, these circuits were designed using "public domain"
and "university research" simulation, layout, and verification
tools, coupled to a schematic interface package that has been
used at LBL tor over nine years.

The decision to push the integration of "free" programs, rather
than purchase a commercial product, was based on several
issues. The problems with commercial products were perceived
to be:

1. Commercial products are expensive.
2. Commercial products are "black boxes."
3. Commercial vendors often become obsolete, or leave the

business.
4. Vendor support and update contracts are recurring

expenses.
5. In-house support is still not trivial.
b. Vendor support often depends on how likely another sale

is.
7. Commercial products are often not available for the

desired platform.
8. Good modules in commercial products are used to sell

weaker ones.
**. You cant try before you buy.

"Free" programs provided source code and have these
advantages:

I.. \ o investment other than time and dKk space,
I, All details are public.
3 Installation and support experience «s applicable to future

wt>rk, providing training in operating systems and
programming.
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4, They cam be ported lo new platforms, preventing
obsolescence,

rv Recurring support expenses can become trivial,
tv The incremental software cost per new user ta very low.

Certainly, the decision to assume responsibility for integration
and installation is contradictory to the push to "Buy" instead of
Make" to reduce institutional overhead expenses. Additional

risks with "Free" Programs W*TO:

1. Poor documentation.
2. Uncompetitive performance-
X Bugs in the code.
4, Incompatible data formats between programs.
5-. Xo standard interface.

However, upon closer examination of the specifies, the costs for
in-house integration still appeared lower than buying
commercial support, and the performance would be competitive.
Also, good results had been achieved with the MAGIC layout
editor, the RSIM and SPICE simulators, and the schematic
package. The initial system was planned to evolve:

Layout Editor -> MAG1C4, MAGIC6.3
Analog Simulator -> SPICE2G6, SPICE3D2 w/PSICE as a

backup
Digital Simulator -> RSIM, 1RSIM
Schematic Interface -> HP-EGS
Netlist Comparator -> GEMINII
User Interface -> XI1 w/window managers, UNIX

scripts

Additional modules would add the SPLICE mixed mode
simulator and LAGER logic synthesis tools.

The in-house developments required were:

1 Compilation of programs on HP-UX with the XII
graphical interface.

2 A post processor filter to reformat the schematic netlistis
to SPICE AND SIM formats.

X A hierarchical netlist "flaltemr" to allow MP-EGS to
produce huge netlists,
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FPGA-Prototyping ot an ASIC Design: lessons
Learned

David D. Andaleon
Sandia National Laboratories

Because of non-recurring engineering (\*RE> costs and long
turnaround tinn\ it is important to get an ASIC (application-
specific ID design right the first time. Methods to verify the
design include brass-boarding the design with SSI or MSI parts
or near-exhaustive functional simulation. However, brass-
Kwding does not match integration or timing capability ot an
ASIC and functional! simulation at the device-level may not
provide insight to its operation in the system.

Another method, which is increasing in popularity, is
prototyping using field-programmable gate arrays (FFGAsk
Often times an FPGA is available in the same package, and its
speed and integration are well within an order ot magnitude ot
an ASIC. When ASIC fabrication is the limiting step for check-
out o: a board-level design, the FPGA can be substituted in its
place.

This method was recently used for designing the INTIC
! interpolating time-interval counter) gate array. However, the
FPGA-prototyping technique was introduced late in the design
stage o: the INTIC. The INTIC is the first SNLL design to use
mis technique and provides important insight into the future of
this technique and the future of device selection tor in-house
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Past, Present, and Future Design Capabilities,
OR. . . Changing to Meet Customer Requirements

Michael A. Tebo
Sdindia National Laboratories

A. Past
In the recent past Sandia National Laboratories Semiconductor
Components Department has focused its primary design
capability for the design, test, and product engineering of VLSI
standard-cell and full-custom integrated circuit design. The
design 6i<K>Is tended to be homogeneous, r'rom a single vendor.
The design methodology was serial m nature, with large design
teams The design-to-tabneatton cycle could be up to five years
and during this time, the design process technology could
change several times The designs tended to require moderate
processing speed, high Single-Event Upset and total radiation
do-e immunity, and to be highly reliable in a wide range of
operating conditions. The simulation requirements, while
extensive, were focused on the individual part being designed,

B. Present
Presently. 2110 has primarily focused its design capability tor the
design, test, project management, and product engineering tor
Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs). Additionally,
at a much reduced level, custom ICs continue to be designed and
a new technology, Multi-Chip Modules (MCMs), have been
added to the set oi design applications supported. (In fact, today
there i> a serous lack of MCXf-specific design and analysis tools,
especially tor the 3-D multi-slice technology.> As a result of the
wide range of technologies support, the set of design tools has
expanded. We have a heterogeneous set of vendors supplying
design tools tor a vanetv of design and analysis purposes. We
have added cell library compilers, automated component place
jrd route, fioor planning capabilities, and Kith batch and
:rteractjve design verification tools Much more of the design
evele !> done in parallel, w:th smaller teams. In fact, an
ir.dtvtdual mav fcv designing several designs at once- The time
troni de-:gn-to>mar.i!iacture may be as shi>rt as M?verjl weeks, in
the CUM' o: simple ASICs The man>nt>- of the deigns are still
"re-do- ' Many ot the ASIC applications are to replace existing
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•\>U' v\if des^r, rvk|;meHWWs Jos- sjv*"d complexity, and
wdsatw. hardness vane* wildh within these parameters The
5̂ ix\% sin ion reouarer,u*«ts continue !o Iv extensive with fin ore

a^aivses required on ihe device* including *onu* *v*tenvknei

C f ulure
J« *he nr,ure. we ovpev't to continue our focu* on ASIC", but
\1CM> haw ^ hij;h proiMbthtv or «ncrea<in>; their role in our
d o ; ^ " esniroiwicnt We expect \1CM de*»ij;n and analvsj>
•o K- in a nio^erau'lv mature >tate C v^toim ICs nuv increase in
detr.^.r.d. a> hisjh level design specification tools become
.n ."nljjh'e Hij;h k'\el specit3catu>n will require the abiltn to
>vjttht>u*e the design unto foundrv-indi'ivndent representations
and also to target and opumt/e tot a spi-ctfic foundn. VVith the
wantntv o? opeti framew-orks amon^ design systems and more
workstations l-yin^: supported bv the desstjn ov-tcm-. we tvtll
have nmch more of a heterogeneous network of hardware and
software design environment We expect that automation of the
d t N p : processes uil! increase and the design processes
themselves wiH be done in parallel (concurrent en^meenn^V.
The dt'sj^jTto-nunuJacture time will continue to shrink. Our
design roquirenients :or speed, complexttv, and radiation
hardr.es* wd: probahiv continue to have a wide ran^e within
these parameters The simulation requirements will continue to
rv exterssiw. with svstem-3eve! simulations and models

sivd or. manv designs

D. The Customer
We have been drjwn to these changes, m part, b\ the changes in
des.-cr. sv-vfcni tec'nno3o>;\- : loivever our customer* are no
l^TiC^T v,::*:jed to uajt on the sidelines watching us do the work
W't- are v.-ork:r.i: much closer with OUT customer and their initial
*t't 4": Tt\.p:re;imerits ^ 3]; continue e\ ohv over time In asking
T,'^:C about wina: the customer war.ts from their design the
n*^'v rc-o3;3t:or. we are able to uct o:: *hv viesi^n
Thv fe-s-̂ 3: .•; tv"r!r prodiU't
Thf n'j'tc" .1 s,{i3*j*,.;d customer



Concurrent Session tll-B
Modeling, Simulation, Visualization,
and Testing
Terry Domm, Moderator
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Overview of Applied Visualization Techniques

Janie S. Lunsford
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.

Simulation software ttGRlP by Deneb Robotics, Inc.) and
rendering software iWAVEFRONT) are being used as
engineering visualization tools. An overview of several
visualization applications will be given with examples of
techniques applied to prediction of laser paths, manufacturing
verification, human factors evaluation, site visualization, and
machine design analysis. Each example provides a
representation oi actual engineering tasks, and discussion
addresses the technical, analytical, visual, and output media
aspects of the end product

Finite Element Modeling for Design Engineers

Bruce Lownsbery
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

The availability oi powerful, low-cost hardware has brought
about a generation of correspondingly powerful, but user
friendly, software providing finite element analysis for design
engineers. The capabilities and limitations of the Applied
Structure software package from RASNA Corporation are
discussed as they have been utilized for structural finite element
analysis task^, including design parameter sensitivity and
optimization, in the linear elastic domain.
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Concurrent Workshop Panel 1

Custom VLSI Design and Foundry Interaction

Stuart Kleinfelder, Moderator

In a roundtable format, industry and DOE laboratory
representatives will discuss CAD tile exchange compatibility
issues, fabrication needs and concerns, foundry' capabilities,
modes ot interaction, future services and general trends.
Audience questions and comments will be encouraged.
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Concurrent Workshop Panel 2

What is PDES/STEP and How Will it Affect
CAD'CAM/CAE Software?

Jim Snyder, Moderator

The Standard tor the Exchange of Product model data (STEP)
will be submitted tor balloting as an international standard in
early ]*^2. STEP is a neutral mechanism capable of completely
representing product data throughout the lite cycle of a product.
The completeness of tht> representation makes it suitable not
only for neutral file exchange, but also as a basis for
implementing and sharing databases. Product Data Exchange
using STEP (PDES) is the U.S. activity working in support of
STEP development and implementation. This session will
discuss the potential impact of STEP on CA\ products and the
automation of industrial processes.

bv NLmin Maru'tt.i Kiu'nyy Systems, liu . lor the US lX'j\>rtim?nt of
ur.dor contract Dfc'-AC05-H4OR2i-k)ii



Workshop General Session
Assessment/Evaluation and
Implementation of
CAE Tools
Ted Daniels, Moderator



Losing It—
Seduced Then Abandoned by Your CAD Vendor?
A Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory Experience*

Jacques Millaud, Donald Rondeau, and Fred Goutding
Lawrence Berkeley laboratory
University ot California

Beginning in WJC, LBL implemented a long-term strategy for
L-CAD utilisation to emphasize using a general level software
highly customised to specific needs and supplemented by pre-
and post-processors. This resource was to be used throughout
the Laboratory, across the broadest spectrum ot applications.
Some ot these processors are bidirectional links to more
specialized and efficient codes (i.e., autoroutersK

Currently the software is used for schematics, system prints, and
physical layout designs iPCBs, hybrids circuits, and light
mochanicab. It is generating **5r; of all printed circuit boards
and **0*'; of all electronic electrical engineering documentation.
The broad dissemination of this software has allowed the
establishment of Laboratory-wide resources such as components
libraries archival database and utilities. It has also enhanced
personnel mobility by eliminating retraining needs.

Hewlett-Packard <HP) Corporation announcement that it was
pulling out ot the EDA market (a corporate decision taken to
encourage the porting o\ third party software products to HP
hardware* stunned HP EDA users* base The EC AD managers
at LBL one of 1 IPs earliest and largest customer, gravely felt the
impact of the situation for the following reasons:

1 While HP will provide basic support and minor
debugging services tor five years, (in addition to a "yet to
be qualified" offer ot database transfer to other systems*
no enhancements nor porting to either new hardware or
versions of the operating svstem would be available This
would lead to short term obsolescence and lack of
competitiveness

2 The kientiifscation of a replacement software ior set of
ntumwan1) tutting LKL needs, the definition of a new
-tTak-;:v in !;C AD procurement, cusiomt/ing. training,
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ok and its implementation would cost several
million dollars and several years. The longevity of a new
implementation could not be guaranteed due to an always
possible vendor lailure.

A The transfer of an active database, the files associated to
long-term projects (accelerators, large experimental
facilities, etc.) would be a substantial undertaking with
little value added. The transfer, requalification of over
5000 drawing files (not including those generated during
the transition period) could perhaps require about 20
years effort or maintaining the old system with its own set
of problems.

4 The time available to develop an alternative solution was
quite short as credibility in implementing an alternative
would erode rapidly. A potentially disastrous
consequence could arise with the multiplication of
incompatible KCAD solutions.

LBL elected to pursue HP with a set of options that would allow
the continuation of the current strategy with a search for a
replacement software running in parallel for re-evaluation after
the end of the pending negotiations.

These options were:

a. Continuation of support and development of the software
by HFl

b. Formation of a users' consortium to take over the
software, development and support.

e HP selling the software to third parties with proper
guarantees for the continuation and enhancement of the
software.

d. LBL purchasing the source codes and test suite and
taking charge of the continuation and development of the
product for the Laboratory's own use.

Dp!ion *? received genuine support from I IP, but collapsed by
the middle of March, 1*W|

Opt son ""K" never triggered much enthusiasm «il I IP.. It may
hiive been j.vrceived as something difficult lo control with the
potent ta 3 oi !vi«g at odds with ! IP Corporate directions.
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Option Y never attracted reputable and solid enough
companies capable ol providing credible assurances to LBL.

Option d is currently being implemented by LBL The
manpower needed to pursue the task of porting to new
hardware «>i revisions of the operating system is estimated to be
13 FTC- per year, LBL management will be provided in the form
of a new hire assisted by some consulting from HP employees
who have had a substantial role in the development of the
software and computer sciences student help.

In summary, facing a difficult situation after I IP's
announcement, LBL elected to maintain its current strategy by
acquiring the source codes and the test suite of its EC AD
software. While this decision is by no means the preferred path,
it still guarantees that LBL can buy as much time as needed to
evaluate its options—in particular if a new approach to ECAD is
feasible or even necessary. This decision has eliminated, to a
large extent, major and immediate expenditures and has
provided substantial freedom from the pressures of a market
where software longevity falls far short of ordinary tile life span
and where exchange standards have yet to mature. LBL's story
is not unique. It is not the first time that a vendor disappears
from the CAD CAK market—it is certainly not the last
occurrence. The technical memory of an organization in a
crucial way depends on tools. The problem must be addressed
in A broader frame. Can we imagine a DOE national
laboratories joint policy for the future?

*TIi!> w^ji. w.v> NupjNuruxH In the Piuvior. Oltuv ot l-'iu-rgv KoiMrth, Oiluv ol
Hst:5ti Ihti-ro ,»,:?J Xiuic.ir I'HVMO PJVIMOJI of $ h^h-l-imT^v Ph\>u>, I S
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Computer-Aided Engineering—An Engineer's
Responsibility

Art li. Verardo and Stephen S. Baca
Sandia National Laboratories

eeSuccessful Computer-Aided Engineering demands a balanct
between consistt icy of approach and flexibility for change.
Historically (in computer time), computer systems used for CAE
applications were complicated and required users with
specialised training. This specialization resulted in operations
that were quite remote from the responsible design or product
engineer.

With the recent availability of cost-effective hardware and
software for design definition, simulation, and configuration
management, it is imperative that we review the total
development environment to take advantage of these low-cost,
distributed systems and the methods we use to apply them. We
need to examine how such systems can improve our existing
design processes and return the ownership of the tools and
methods to the design or product engineer.

This presentation will describe several process changes
completed or under way at Sandia National Laboratories to
return that ownership to the responsible engineer and the
challenge yet ahead.



Evaluating and Implementing Advanced Solid
Modeling in Design Engineering

Richard Robison
Sandta National Laboratories

In the seventies, industry experts predicted that the eighties
would be the dotade of solid modeling. Now a decade later, it
finally appears that solid modeling will soon be the standard in
MCAD technology. The recent success of solid modeling as an
effective design tool can be attributed to a combination of faster/
lower-cost hardware, interfaces to rapid prototyping devices,
and advanced solid modeling technology.

Advanced solid modeling generally refers to a robust solid
modeling kernel coupled with tl) parametric modeling/
variational geometry, (2) feature-based modeling, and
(3) automatic, associative engineering drawings. These
advanced capabilities allow solid modelers to be used as the
primary design tool. Understandably, these new technologies
increase the CAD system's complexity, and it is more important
than ever to thoroughly evaluate these systems before selecting
one. We will examine how to account for these new advanced
capabilities in a solid modeler evaluation and how to implement
these advanced systems into design engineering business to best
utilize their capabilities.
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Solid Modeling Systems Evaluation and Testing

SaiU O. Parkinson
li>> Alamos Natianjl Laboratory

Although -olid m o d e l s technoiogv ha* been around tor
sever..?] decades oniv recendv wsth the tnin.KJuctH.ni ot powerful
work>tatton> w:th high vjved j;rjphu>. hj-» the technoloj;v
:".uuret»i ..ux: becorrse pr.Kttc.i! for use m nuvhjnjcj'i ues-t^n,
CurrentiV nur.y second s;enoratton (2-3D vvtrerrame!' CAD
CAN! <vste:r,s jre reachmi; the end ^t their life cvcle, *md users

r.s; toward ŝ ilid-bvisewi svstvnis to replace them.

Thro^chowt the p<>^ ve.tr, we tn the V\'t\ipon> En
DntMon or the Los Alamos Vntotul Ltibv>r.itorv h*ive
irvesji^ttn?* akernatives to our present I - ' P wjretr^me system
.'ICHNf DON''1 r h a ^ I of this protect which occurred between
Vin jnd ^pteniber \^m wt>s an evaluation of sohd-based
svstcni" 0:1 the market From this prettmuurv evaluation, we
chose the sv^em thvit we felt would bc*t meet our needs and
purchased several copies tor further in-house evaluation. Phase
II or tht* protect (ort^oirti;* entails using this software in the
design o» a weapons svstem to evaluate the benefits or' solid
mode!me nn our dtv->ion and to determme how we can integrate
this "echnolo^v tr.to our design process.

This ra rer outhne. both the evaluation and results tn Pha.se II of
th:s rro:ecv and the tn-house tesnnc or Phase II.



Reaching NIRVANA: Implementing an Intergraph*
Based EDMA System at Sandia National
Laboratories

Victor R, Yarberry
National Laboratories

This presentation will discuss the history or and the
implementation progress or \1RVA\A, a joint Sandia National
Laboratories, Organization 2fHX>. and Allied-Signal Kansas City
Division project to select an Electronics Design and
manufacturing «ED\L-V system. The NIRVANA projivt was
established to select a common system with an integrated CAE
CAD environment that supported both the internal
organisational needs tot each company* and provided tor the
bidirectional transfer ot design information to support
concurrent engineering

A fresh appr<\K*h was used on thi> project empowering the end
user* to define the system requirements, select the vendor, and
implement the system. With the completion ot the first two
protect segments, Sandia is currently in the system
implementation phase. The trials and tribulations oi
implementing a CAE CAD system (applicable to any system)
Wit; K d d



Concurrent Session IV-A
Engineering Case Applications
Jacques Milkud, Moderator



Framework tor a Manufacturing CASK Tool

Olin B m Larry Claussen, Donna I Jiton, and Paul llorcs
National laboratories

N>n\e companies are beginning to witness improved software
development products i.e better, cheaper, faster development.
However complex manufacturing and CIM (Computer
integrated Manufacturing > software is not experiencing these
tvpes 01 improvements, partly because most current CASE tools
are developed not tor manufacturing, but tor business-oriented
needs Evolution or a framework for the development process as
a context within which to place different types of CASE tools
and definition of the interfaces of those CASE tools is the joint
effort of the IDEF ilCAM DEEinttion) Users Group and this
project. A tool to directly support the owner user view of the
data is dearlv missing from the Zachmen-based IDEF
framework N't AM t\i|ssen*s Information Analysis
Methodology^ a natural language fact-based modeling method,
is propt>sed as the method to till the owner user view gap.
Furthermore, a set of manufacturing-oriented extensions to the
\"tAM methodology is proposed to facilitate the development of
manufacturing applications.

The presentation will describe the framework ODER, provide a
\IAM model to clarify each of the cells of the framework, and
identify the next step in the evolution of the framework. The
extensions to \3AM for manufacturing and a strategy for
prototyping using an existing CASE tool will be shown. The
IDEF tools and framework, extended with the proposed XIAM
model and its direct translation and interfaces to the IDEF tools,
conk: produce the most usable design tor a complete CASE tool
t<*r manufacturing applications currently developed. This
discussion will be a progress-to-date report and will elicit
comments and suggestions for modifications to this ongoing
work



l-aet Based Information Management System

CtJiry Rivord
Sandu Njltonal Laboratories

Current CASH tools do an adequate job of generating
applications once tlw . viutrements have been identified and
input to the process. In most cases, the CASK tools manage these
requirements on an apphcation-by-application basis, making it
difficult at best to re-iu ' the knowledge captured in any one
design tor use in another. The result is a higher level ol' effort
capturing and entering requirements into new applications
heiore the benefits of CASE can be utilized. The Fact Based
Information Management System (FACTBASE) attempts to
denne the intormation requirements in a manner such that they
can be re used with little effort from the application designer,
PACTBASH was designed using the \'i|ssen Information
Analysis Methodology and is implemented on a relational
database FACTBASE is flexible and extensible to the extent that
design requirements imeta information) can be provided to any
CASE too! product having an import, export capability.
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Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant CAE System

VV. Ross Hurras
Martin MjtieUj Energy Systems, Inc.

The VI2 Plant obtained its first CAD system over 12 years ago
and has been u>tng the APT \ C system for over 30 years The
earlv CAD and APT systems have evolved into a CAE system
through main upgrades. At present, the design of the system is
being revised trom a centralized system > a distributed system,
The prex JOUS system consisted of four clustered VAX computers
connected to approximately 100 Tektronix graphic terminals (or
terminal emulator^ Ten to thirty of the terminals were typically
connected at any given time for initial design and revision
Terminal connectivity was by means of a proprietary broadband
network with serial asynchronous terminals ANVIL design files
were stored on the ANVIL cluster disk farm

Numencal control of machine tools has been provided by a
combination of manual APT programming, using an IBM class
mainframe, and by generation of' APT center-line data from
ANVIL The center-line data was extensively edited using the
3BM class mainframe to add header and control information.
The anal NC step was the use of IBM class mainframe based
post processor software for each specific machine.

The new system replaces the Tektronix graphic terminals with
low cost UNIX workstations. The requirements for the
workstations are summarized and include 3-D graphic capability
and fast RISC processors The previous broadband terminal
network is to be replaced with a fiber optics KtherNet (IEEE
ltl\3> backbone connected to EtherNet Local Area Networks
sen ing 1 to 20 ANVIL workstations. Each workstation has a
small dssk for system software, the ANVIL program, and for
design files in progress. A networked VAX e>510 ss to be used tor
central storage of interim design files and a VAX S700 is to be
u>ed Jor -.forage of released design files, For de-ign, ANVIL
m.n Iv >;appkwented by other CAD program> «sueh as Pro-
S-!P.i:;fteer« tor conceptual and parametric de>ign> IGE> i>

between different CAD systems



in the tuMv system XX information will be added to the ANVIL
pi\Kiuo\1 centor-lino bv a more automated APT
Communications Svstem u\CS\S» which ties the ANVIL
computers to the IBM class mainframe. Center-line data will be
transierrevi by KtherXet from the ANVIL workstations to the
IBM class mainframes via the VAX t»5K). Alternatively, ANVIL
or Pf\>'Enj»ji\et?ring design tiles can be transferred to an NC
workstation where NC specific operations can be specified and
simulated. Several possibilities have been considered tor NC
workstation s.

The architecture of the proposed system is described and the
selection criteria and rationale for the new components are
presented.



System Management of a Large CAD Operation

<G. Obegi and C. I!. Lawrence
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

System administration is a very ephemeral thing, hard to define,
yot indispensable. It can and does include everything from
hardware installation and maintenance, to user training, to
system development, to, at its worst, manual labor and ordering
supplies, Each request or project can seem to be the single most
important task at any given time.

Eftective system administration requires a combination of
knowledge perserverance and organization. Although not
claiming to be experts, the task of managing a large installation
has at the very least, led us to deal with a number o! situations
common to most CAD communities.

The LBL ME CAD user community consists of about ISO
dedicated users, with dedicated workstations, and another 70 or
so peripheral users. System administration is performed by a
start of 2 I 2 people, with some assistance from other specialized
Lab personnel, such as our Ethernet Installation Group. Most
stated objectives are met. including ongoing system
development, training and hardware upgrades, to assure almost
-zero downtime and provide tools that continually evolve to meet
the needs ot individual users (whether they recognize those
needs or not >

One of the manor tasks ot a System Administrator is to keep up
with the ever-growing number of products and technological
advance- in the field It is the job of the System Administrator to
determine what the user community needs and how to
implement st with little perturbation to the users' normal
work:nc environment. To do this requires a lot of time and the
5v*?eni Administrator must hnd wavs to minimize the time
spent on each task..

In *», large user environment, the number one go A I of the System
usurator i> to minimize down time I lowever. the second

nuvbe more crucial goal is to minimize the number of
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s,, questions, md repetitive request*.- I *»r flit's. to happen,
one oJ the following must In* line
a The user> know how to do everything on the system,
b. The amount of knowledge needed to use the system must be

kept to a minimum.

in general wove found that "a" will never work! So this
presentation i>i dedicated to discussing the basic necessities on
how to achieve " b" and thus allow the System Administrator
more tinw io do other things, such as develop the system.

Establishing the basics of this system requires the following
»tem> and accomplishments:

• A powerful operating system such as U \ ' l \ t v .
• System Administration must be identical on every diskfull

system.
• A well-connected and reliable network must be

maintained.
• A unique, well-defined user directory tree structure.
• Proper use of network utilities; i.e., NFS, Automounter,

\ IS, nameservers, etc. . . .
• Distributed printing and plotting utilities.
• Aut< (Apple L ni\ File Server) for Macintosh file exchange.
• Setting practical user environments; workable, but not too

extravagant.
• User-friendly utilities and menu picks that don't look

cornputere/e.
• Communication channels to a I! your users, even if they

won't read their F-mail because it's too difficult.
• Establish software distribution methods.
• Reliable backup system.
• Automate whatever possible.
• L'se a revision control system for every macro, script, or

program written locally
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Implementation of an Integrated Computer-Aided
Engineering System by EG&G Idaho, Inc., Prime
Contractor at the INEL

Joseph A. Pascavage (Tony)
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

The importance of increased productivity at the Idaho Nationil
Engineering Laboratory (1NEL) has been recognized and is the
driving force behind a coordinated effort to increase the
productivity, quality, and responsiveness of engineering
services. An in-depth Engineering Portfolio Study conducted in
1984 found that, while significant capabilities existed within the
business computing systems at the iNEL, there were numerous
areas for improvement in the engineering and scientific
community. It became clear that the acquisition of Computer-
Aided Engineering (CAE) tools which address a broad spectrum
of applications would result in significant savings for the
government. As early as 1986, the administrative foundation for
an 800 seat distributed CAE system implementing
improvements in drafting /designing, technical documentation,
analysis, communications, data integration/management, and
other support capabilities was laid.

Currently, the system is in its third year of implementation, and
hundreds of workstations, personal computers, Macs, and
associated applications and peripherals are supported both at
facilities in town and at the l\*EL site. Annual productivity
improvements to the INEL is shown to exceed the cost of the
Implementation effort. Continued implementation and
expansion is planned through 1994.
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Use of a Custom Plotting Widget lor Real-Time and
Static Plotting in an X Windows/Motif*
Environment*

D. Carol Chapman
Lawrence Livormore National Laboratory

In X Windows terminology, a widget is a component of a user
interlace such as a scrollbar or a push button. Many widgets are
available commercially, but there is a noticeable lack of plotting
widgets. As part of Project Athena at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, a plotting widget called At Plotter was developed.
This widget provides XS plots as well as bar graphs and contour
plots The widget was used in classroom assignments at MIX,
but was not widely distributed outside the university.

Toward the end of 19M0 this widget was examined at LLNL for
possible use in the U-AVLIS (Uranium Atomic Vapor Laser
Isotope Separation) Program. At the time, M.l.T. considered the
widget to still be in a "beta test" phase, meaning that it was not
ready for a wide distribution. The presenter of this talk ported
the widget code from UNIX to VMS and ther worked with the
widgets creator to modify the widget for real-time use and to fix
some software bugs.

The AtPlotter widget is now being used in the U-A VLIS
Program for both real-time and static XY plots. Multiple plots
can appear on one graph and the widget also provides both color
and black and white PostScript output. A Motif user interface
has been put around the widget to let users take advantage of
the widget's capabilities. The many capabilities of the widget
will be examined and its use at LL\L. will be discussed.

"The. w o r k f«v,»>« }H'fJortH<\l u i u i r i i h r .ni>}' lw> «»l t h r I *> I V j ^ j m n n W ot I;]T,»-JJ»V



iirjphic.il User Interface Design Using J
icjt Modeling System and \ Windows*
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Solid Modeling ami G>rjiphk<il Intort-ne Support
for Hydrocchles

Arlo L Ames and Allen C R
u National Laboratories

.^r^c ;wo- and thrcv'tJin'cn^nul ^rtrulathm o;- «-hovk wj
rhvv;*> ;>roblc:v.» ay:i<*,tute -at1; important element OJ

Uc ,*rc prc;o'Ap:r,c; the r c \ ; s;o"vrait:o:i o* the J H ^ U < > v\H
i>;r>: the rrovhivtvon IndriV^oc CTH J> a K»*t* Our crto
3r.c!uvk'> trt-,:r̂ 2j*::i** the -^rtuart' to an object-orrented
r^r^a^n": . C - - ' ;o :niprovc ;v.amuinabis:t\ tvrtutii to
^Jiv»:vch parade; co^ruttric arehnU'eturt- to smprove

^ r wK-veU x̂v:!̂  •-» ̂ raphtcil u-er tJUerr.K'e to
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Th> rrti-^ertatjor u:l; rocu-* on our work :n developinit; the
craph:ca! user :r*er:acc a:^: -o-td-based diseretiAKion
carabil:t\ To Jatt- vve have crcateei a proto:vpe CL'I that
rise** -okwS nxxteler rc^Iean operations to rerrorm r'tnite
vo'ume si:s.;ret:.\::»v>n> iVo are proventiv expandtr*; the
ara!iv>;> ort:o:> uo s^pp^.rt aiiwi arrancnK to haw the
<o":*.:»• rr.ocJeler ported :o the parailei architecture^ to
trrrrove *.:>crt?::.\Ksor. -reed



CtBIT: A Preprocessor tor limit? Element
Analysis

Kay Meyers, Ted Blacker, Ross Burchjrd, jnd
Randy Lohtfr
Sandta National Laboratories

CUBIT is a sohd-niodeler based, two- and three-
dimensional preprocessor being developed at Sandia
\ationa! Laboratories tor use in preparing analytical models
tor finite element analysis.

The CUBIT •system i> an mtec \Uion of new and existing
technologies The graphtcal user interface is based on Motif
and the \ Windows system. The solid modeler kernel used
is ACI> from Spatial Technologies, a state-of-the-art solid
jr.odeler basevi on the C-* language. The database features,
a ht^h decree of couphng between the solid modeler and
the nwsh. stniphtyinj: the task of assigning and verifying
complex boundary conditions. CUBIT supplies several
meshing algorithms including two and three dimensional
mapping, conjoint primitives, and paving.

>okvi modeling in CUBIT «s based on non-manifold cellular
topi\ogv. With non-manitold cellular topology, the
maniroSd >o!:d mav be dnided into cells by internal dividers
or membranes. This allows more intuitive decomposition of
the solid, automated discretization ot edges, and more
ett:c:ent meshing as welt as eliminating the need tor

The meshing algorithm^ within CUBIT include a recently
developecj pa\".ng technujue to mesh an arbitrary two-
d-.mesisuin.j] gcx>:v.etr\- w:th an a!! quadrilateral mesh, This
techrr.que JS being integrated with the solid modeler to
allov. the mc^hingi^arritrarv throe-viimensionaJ trjniffiw
surrjce- u-mg or.h quadrilateral elements In addition.
research >• wel] ;mder v\<n on a three~dimen>:onal extension
o; raving c^Hcc pJa^teruig which mĉ hc"* an arbi'.rarv
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1\ change, Management and Utilization of Product
Definition D&ta in a PreCAlS-Likt? Environment

Neville Howell
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.

To effectively exchange manage, and utilize product definition
data requires CALS-hke standards and conventions. In addition,
changes in business practices are needed along with
management ot technology across the enterprise.
Exchange of product definition data between different CAD
CAE svstems requires exchange agreements Although it is
fairly easv to ensure visual equiv alenev in exchange it is difficult
to exchange robust and functional CAD models. Even if
standards support the exchange, differing design and drafting
conventions can limit the effectiveness

The Oak Ridge \ A2 Plant, in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, is a
government-owned manufacturing plant managed by Martin
Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. It has been exchanging product
definition data electronically with its major customers for the last
tour years CAD data is transferred as plot tiles using the HPGL
plot format and as a subset of ICES. The HPGL and IGES
formats are interim steps with the goal being the use ot the CGM
and PDES standards. Textual product definition, such as
material specifications, are transferred as 7-bit ASCII tiles. There
is a near-term goal to use the SGML format tor specifications
containing text and graphics.

Management of product definition d^U (stored as computer
tiles requires several elements The CAD CAE system should
be interfaced with a robust file manager, which has appropriate
layers o: access control An integrated approve and release
application Md viewing utilities are also needed.

\ -32 has a product definition system in use. The CAD/'CAE
system cm automatically store models Md plot files into the tile
manager A separate application allows users to comment,
cLssMfv. and appr*»ve Another apphcattor. releases the file and
rcottfie* users There is an application which provides viewing ot
the pntiuct deftmtjon without invoking the CA"> CAE system.
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wuh the itle a»iM> in c g
uu ntitu ation. sumis accounting, and audits A >y>(ein like this*
cam be a nrst step m bringing the concept of a CALS integrated
weapon >\stem database or a Contractor Integrated Technical
hnjonv,at:on St^vice nC!TIS> to reality

Lti!li«*atjon of CAP niodel> by downstream application^ i»» a
dujicult ob'cvtnv to accomplish. Downstream applications
require deferent representations and content in the model In
the absence of technology management, "islands ot automation"
car. result'

\-\2 ha» had hmited success in ettectively utilizing CAD models.
Tne plant ha> implemented a Coordinate Measuring Machine
nC M\J^ on-line programmini; system that uses the CAD model.
AUo, certain tov>ls are designed and fabricated in an "art-to-part"
en\-«ronment Most important, though, is the current etfort to
nKinage technology across the enterprise and to achieve
mavimum benefit from emerging technologies PDIS must
become a realitv and be supported by the vendors tor maximum
utilisation and benefit.



Hugineering Data Management and Imaging System

Oscar I,,
Lawrence Uvcrtnoro National Laboratory

The control. storage retrieval, and distribution ot released
engineering design information at LL\L is the responsibility of
the Hngineering Records Center (ERO. This has been and is still
the management ot paper and film. The advent ot Computer-
Asded IX'sign (CAD) created a new digital electronic form oi
dossil mrormation. I low CAD and other electronic design
tntormauon ts controlled, stored, retrieved, and distributed is a
ma*or issue tor the Kngineenng Records Center and tor
Engineering. This presentation will address the ERC plans tor
managing this vast amount ot" electronic information and the
transition ot the ERC from a manual tilm proce>s to an electronic
imaging w stem tor paper and tilm reproduction and
distribution.



Implementation ot the Quality Information
Management System (QIMS) Pilot Project

Ronald C Hall, Larry M. Clausen, and I rout? Thurston
Sandia National Laboratories

This presentation describes implementation of the Quality
Information Management System (QIMS) Pilot Project using the
INGRESS Relation.t! Database Management System (RDBMS) on
WAX VMS, The Q MS Pilot Project was established to support
ongoing activities pursuant to the official Quality Improvement
Plan ot Sandia National laboratories. The Sandia Quality
Improvement Plan identifies the Quality Management System as
operationally controlled by the Sandia Quality Improvement
Team iSQlT), approved by the Sandia Quality Council, and
administratively supported by the Quality Improvement
Directorate. The Quality Networking element ot SQ1T has
responsibility for providing communication channels and
sharing quality improvement information through the Sandia
Quality Network ot Quality Coordinators, Quality Action Teams
iQATsl and Process Management Teams tPMTsK

A need has been identified tor a flexible, integrated information
management system to support the Quality Networking element
of SQ1T in providing communication channels and sharing
quality improvement information through the Sandia Quality
Network. A large amount of information relating to quality and
process improvement is being gathered from all Sandia
organizations in the form of Quality Action Requests tQARs).
Anticipated quality oi this information necessitates its entry into
a system which will facilitate effective and efficient access,
modification, and retrieval ot corporate reporting, inquiry, and
management information requirements Also, the system must
provide up-to-date organizational and status information on all
past and present PMTs ,\nd QATs. Relevant findings and both
internal and external best-practice information which is acquired
nmsi be additionally accommodated The Quality Networking
element, and hence the information sv>tem. must be dynamic to
conform to the evolving qualttv culture M Sandia The
miormatton system must be modular and easily extensible in
order that basic functionalitx cm be initially released, and then



enhanced to uwoi potate subsequently implemented capabilities
accommodating ttitther ro\]utivm<*nts as thi'V are
The QIMS Pilot Project has imh»it»\l development of an
integrated information system to meet these needs.
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An Architecture tor Refcrenccabtlity Among
Intelligent Electronic Documentation

Ronald i \ Hall
Sandu National Laboratories

This presentation describes an architecture tor compiling and
representing electronic documents in a framework which
accommodates knowledge about how the documents are
composed, organized, Ji\d correlated. A genera! concept of
rek'^enceability is employed. While the concept is relevant to a
wide range of application areas, it is described in familiar terms
of an electronic document comprised of related textual
information and graphics The concept is applicable to all
classes ot objects which, together with their references, constitute
the electronic document The documents may themselves
contain references to other documents, as well as to constituent
object classes such as textual components, figures, footnotes,
subject indexes, and the like. The objects and references can be
dynamically combined according to a total logical structure
unpresentable within a window environment. The framework
supports automatic resolution of references and display of
related document objects through intercommunicating windows
which constitute a relevant user view of a document.



Creating an Environment for Developing and
Accessing Total Electronic Design Specifications

Vemon D. Marsh
Sandia National Laboratories

Financial pressures within our national laboratories have caused
Sandia to accelerate the search tor a more direct, economical
method of producing and accessing design specifications. These
changes being implemented in the name of economics are
resulting in a more streamlined, better way of doing business.
This presentation will cover (1) the progress made at Sandia in
producing paperless, electronic specifications. (2) how Sandia is
dealing with diverse CAE hardware and software used in the
development oi specifications, (3) "partnering" with internal
customer?, and manufacturing sites, and (A) current plans, goals,
and promises for meeting the NVVC's objective of total electronic
transfer exchange of drawings.
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Issues of Centralization and Engineering Methods
in a Commercially Procured Definition
Configuration Management (DCM) System

jerry D. Stauffer
Sandia National Laboratories

"Definition Configuration management" is the management of:

• Bills of Materials (a.k.a. "Product Structure")
• Product Definition Documents (Access Control and

Distribution)
• The Engineering Release and Change Process

These are the functions necessary for a design engineer to
complete a product definition set and communicate it to a
production engineer for use in building product.

In January of 1*W1, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque,
concerned with the maintenance burden of its 25-year-old
existing system—and desiring a software system capable of
supporting modern engineering methods—joined forces with
Allied S\;*«al, Kansas City, to procure DCM software on the
commercial market. The two agencies intend to implement a
pilot DCM system based on commercial software by November

The Sandia experience in this effort to date has raised two
particular issues:

1. Reconciliation oi enterprise-wide versus local DCM
solutions.

2. Adaptation of engineering methods to "industry
practice."

This talk will describe the approaches we have taken to dealing
with these issues Also discussed will be possible future
directions tor dealing with these issues within the larger N'VVC
community.
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An Electronic Information Distribution System

George I'rish
Sandia National Laboratories

In the past, the design definition process included creating an
engineering drawing on a drafting board and then producing a
55mm aperture card tor storage and distribution purposes. For
more than a decade, the Design Engineering Directorate at
Sandia National Laboratories has been moving toward the goal
ot creating all product definition in a digital form. Product
definition includes drawings, parts lists, specifications,
procedures and release/control documents. With computer-
aided Design tools, all product definition is now created in
digital form with the next step being the management and
distribution of the digital data using electronic methods.

During late 1̂ 86, plans were initiated (or the development of an
electronic system for the storage and distribution of design
definition data. In 1*?88, a pilot system was installed that
included optical storage rather than magnetic storage. The result
is the installation of an Image management system (IMS) based
on Write-Once, Read-Many (WORM) optical technology as the
storage medium and represents the best match of technology
and long-term storage requirements. In addition to storage, IMS
includes workstations, personal computer, optical scanning and
editing, compression, conversion and interface software. IMS
can accept digital data directly or scan source dtxuiments for
storage. The system has been in full operation since lanuary
1989.

Iror information distribution, IMS is connected to the Sandia
Private Branch Exchange (PBX). which provides for desktop
viewing of design information. There are more than 3ftO
enrolled users who are viewing more than 1500 documents each
month. The principal benefits of this system are the coupling of
creation and storage using electronic methods, direct access by
the u>er and reduced cost for the distribution of information
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Engini»ei'i*ig information Management4

Margaret tCubitschek
Los Alamos National Laboratory

The mechanical computer-aided design drafting section of
Los Alamos National Laboratory's Accelerator Technology
Division has never needed an information-management
system. Now, however, we need a more robust softv^are
program to electronically control storage and retrieval of
drawings. Toward that end we have implemented the use
of Control Data Corporation's information product, EDL.
This presentation will discuss the previously used home-
grown utility software programs as well as the
implementation of our current commercially developed
information-management system.

*VV<irk ;.up|xmt\l and funded by the L'.S. IX'twtment of Defense, Army
Strategic Defense Command, under the auspices of the U.S. Depdrtmt'nt of
Eneiyy
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SSCL Physics Research Division
Document Track ing jnd Storage System
Experiences

\omwn Wtlb
Superconducting Super Collider laboratory

The SSCL ha* develops a system to track and store document*.
ar;d engineering drawings electronically, The svst.ent ts ba>ed
on inexpensive Sun workstations and emplovs the Sybase
database management system. An operational capability is
available now even though additional capabilities are being
developed The ma^r thrust of this prototype is to develop the
procedures and requirements tor inputting, tracking,, storing,
and remevsag documents and drawings. Lsers at the SSCL and
at collaborating institutions around the world have access to the
documents via the local and wide-area networks,. A design
requirement was that users could access documents from their

it

workstations without requiring additional software or
hardware..

A fc-xt, equations and crarhics format that can be used on all
hardware ard with any soitware has not yet been found. Text
has been tourd to translate between ditterent word processing
svsiems with little toss ot tormat, but equations and graphics
need specia' attention. Files can be scanned and stored as raster
stages o* the document These files are very large. A scanned
document ^n aiso hjtxx: text recognked and converted to a text
lik* :r» the format of several different word processor programs.

The capabti:;v to convert tiles to the Postscript tormat allows
pnrtmg or viewing on devtct-s other than the one that created
tre d'e Postivnpt riles art1 aiSt> very large. Th*? SSCL has

vd *he capability to store and view- tiles u^ang the
nr t ar:d \ VVindows standards. Users can log into the

v"jmen; Tracksr.g Jtnd Storage Svstem nDTASS' using the local
IT u:de-j!TvJ network,, search for a topje, -a™ either retnev*? the
t'i'x- !:P i!vs? wo-i-X>tat;on or v:e** J? :r thev have \ Windows
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The iargi- >uv of manv ot the-* files ensue* the most
ss»?mf kjint challenge so developing A usable system,
Memory requirements are high, which makes document
access and processing slow. The resolution capability of the
hardware and software tn the system trust be matched to
ensure that users can actually read the document selected
Manpower requirements to input and retrieve an
interoperable document must also be considered in systems
development,

Use ot the prototype Document Tracking and Storage
System is helping the Physics Research Division of the SSCL
develop a usable system by working out format and
procedures issu**s before committing to a larger system.
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Computer-Assisted Inspection

R.M. Wilson, E.J. Klages, V.B. Graves, and R.C Painter
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.

A prototype computer-assisted inspection system, the
Automated Programming Module (APM), has been designed
»md implemented at the Oak Ridge V-12 Plant* This system
assists in the generation of co-ordinate measurement machine
\CMM) programs written in the Dimensional Measuring
Interface Specification (DM1S) programming language.

APM is composed or' three components. The first is thv Model
Enhancement Module which allows part files front Y-12's
manufacturing CAD system to be supplemented with
information necessary to support APM activities. A design
engineer, through specialized mentis added to the CAD system,
specifies information such as relationships between tolerance
symbols and part geometry. The second component is the
Inspection Plan Generator which allows a dimensional
inspection engineer to create an inspection plan. The
dimensional inspection engineer enters administrative data,
selects tolerances for inspection, and reviews and modifies
suggestions for inspection strategies generated from APM's rule
bases. The final component is the Program Generation Module
which allows a CMM programmer to generate an inspection
program. The CMM programmer enters administrative data,
selects the desired inspection plan, specifies output parameters
such as units oi measure, and specifies a CMM probe cluster.
APM, using its XC rule bases, then converts the selected
inspection plan into a collision-free DM IS program.

*V.irjiitNi b". Vartsn Mjnctt.i E:*,cri;\ *n •>:»,• ni» lr,< for the L S LVpjrtrRent of
t r e rp . urJer ccr,tr.»ct DH ACP^-MOJC! 4>V
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or <i Car-Like Mobile Robot Using a
Decomposition ot the Environment in Convex
Cells

Hubert A. Vasseur, Francois G. Pin, and Jack R. Taylor
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Due to thesr kinematics, car-like mobile robots cannot follow an
arbitrary path. IVsides obstacle avoidance, the path planning
problem tor such platforms has to satisfy two additional
constraints, a lower bounded radius of turn, and a non-
holonomic constraint When the robot is not circular, precise
maneuvering always implies working in the configuration space
ot the vehicle which, due to the complexity or" the problem.
mvolves computer intensive methods, and rarely allows tor real
ume applications

Tins paper presents a method tor rapidly computing the possible
maneuvers ot car-like robots within convex polygonal cells. In A
eon\ e\ polygonal cell maneuvering can be completely handled
with geometric reasoning and, since only a tew boundary
configurations have to be checked to avoid collision, the method
allows precise computation ot the maneuvers without using the
whole configuration space. General environments are then
described bv means of a graph connecting overlapping convex
cells To tind a path to a goal, the graph is searched to determine
the ceils that have to be traversed. Intermediate configurations
are then computed inside the intersection of each pair of adjacent
cells FmaHv, the trajectories generated inside each cell are
assembled to produce global collision-tree paths in complex
environments.

A rrlic.«;."r. tlrar
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Transient Signal Data Categorization Using Neural
Networks

Donald A. Sheatier and Patricia Larson
Sandta National Laboratories

neural network computing has the capability to
categorize a high-speed transient signal in a short period of time
L nti! recently, the hardware tor a system ol this type did not
exisl A new exploratory device from Intel has the capability to
perform this task. This integrated circuit is an analog neural
network capable or performing 2 billion connections per second
The two mam advantages of this chip over traditional hardware
are the obvious computation speed of the device and the ability
to compute a two*layer teed-forward neural network
categoru^er The initial investigative development work using
the Intel chip has been completed The results trom this proof of
concept will show data categorization performed on the neural
network integrated circuit m real time. We will propose a
preliminary design for a transient measurement system
employing she Intel integrated circuit.
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Personnel Administrative Support System

fames Meacham, Patricia I arson, and
Donald A. Sheaf tor
Sandia National Laboratories

Most l\M facilities have sensitive areas in their buildings which
are monitored by working employees for routine personnel
(ratine As important as this task is, it can be detrimental to the
monitors' actual work. For this reason a secure entry system has
been developed to allow personnel access through a secure door
with no user interaction. A camera takes a picture every five
seconds, A detection algorithm isolates a person in the image.
The image is sent to a two-layer neural network trained on a test
set ot individuals auihori/ed to enter the area. It the neural
network identities an individual, the image is passed on for
verification. Verification is performed by removing changeable
features and correlating the result with average of known
pictures It the resulting correlation coefficient is greater than a
statistically computed threshold tor the identified individual, the
door JS unlocked. A demonstration system has never given
access to an unauthorized person and has given access to
authorized persons 51 percent of the time.
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Concurrent Workshop Panel 3

Computer-Aided Engineering Network Design
Issues

lames R. Voder, Moderator

Regardless ot the power of any single component, the total CAE
environment defines an organization's capability. A successful
Computer-Aided Engineering enterprise requires that distinct
resources be linked to form a single system. CAE resources
range from analytical and graphical tools on individual
workstations or mainframes to very rapid prototyping facilities.
In addition to technical resources, an engineer needs access to
configuration management, performance, cost, and schedule
information. A CAE workstation can also be used as an
interactive communications device=as one might use a
telephone but with additional support from shared CAE tools.
All of the diverse resources—technical and administrative—can
be brought to the engineers desk with a modern CAE network.

The design and development of CAE networks is a challenging
task. Several fundamental issues need to be addressed during
the development of the network architecture. Issues include
connectivity, oi course, but also bandwidth, protocols, security,
vulnerability, network services, and integration of mixed
platforms and software. This session would be a vehicle for
discussion of views, insights, and experiences from several
comers of the DOE CAE world.
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Concurrent Workshop Panel 4

Object Oriented Technology (DOT) and Its Impact
on CAD CAM/CAE

Bill Cain, Moderator

rh«> chsaiv-ion will center around describing what OOT is, its
pjvt\>He smp.K't on tiitutv ^enoration CAI") CAM CAK

-atv.. and how tl\i> technology could atfect the way we do



Concurrent Workshop Panel 5

CAE Maintenance Support

Richard iu Thompson, Moderator

When an enterprise decides to add a now CAF system, software,
hardware and administrative support costs mandate
considerable planning, tit torts to justify evena minimum
number of support shift must be continuous ami credible. This
pane! will identit'v CAK support elements and quantity
associated costs as a tunction ot depth and breadth ot suppA»rted
elements..

element- ate mandatory such as operating systems and
applications so!tware support along with backups and training.
Other elements are somewhat discretionary such as networking
to legac\ svstems, software testing, adherence to standards,
translator development, and the extent to which integration,
access control and release functions are accommodated.

The panel w:ll address changing the enterprise to cope with the
mix ot support expected from suppliers vis a vis in-house
support.

Participants >houlu expect to share and gain insights into
ims'tiivjng the number ot required CAt- Maintenance support
stasf tuu h participant will be invited lo present a five-minute
di>cussion v>n one or two o! She critical maintenance support
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Concurrent Workshop Panel 6

CAM Issues for DOE Contractors

Rich.ml Spellman, Moderator

This i> an invitation to participate in a round table discussion oi
varied toptcs germane to computer-aided manufacturing, with
key players irom IXM: Laboratories and contractors.

Sonic ot the common challenges imposed, operating in this
environment, are:

1 Cams made through the use ol CAP CAM within the
Laboratories, problem*, costs, etc.;

2 Procurement capital equipment, CAM sottware;
3 Linkage oi design and manufacturing among IX^L

Contractors
4 Dealing with Quality Assurance requirements,

calibration, etc.
r\ Possibilities ot mtra-laboratory work ., exploiting

varying capabilities;
o Disposal v>! coolant and recycling ol contaminants;

"'Tiger Team" visits;
5 PNC. costs etJects on productivity, savings, technical

problems with diverse controls

The^e and other issue** cvutld be discussed in an open torum
cuhnvating a tree exchange ol ideas. 11 vou ha\ e examples which
uoi-y ,iHt»rd insight*- to anv ot the abo\ e. please bring overhead
transrarencie** wh:ch would verve to enhance the discussions.
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